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	The Android Developer's Cookbook: Building Applications with the Android SDK (Developer's Library), 9780321741233 (0321741234), Addison Wesley, 2010

	Want to get started building applications for Android, the world’s hottest, fast-growing mobile platform? Already building Android applications and want to get better at it? This book brings together all the expert guidance–and code–you’ll need!


	 


	Completely up-to-date to reflect the newest and most widely used Android SDKs, The Android Developer’s Cookbook is the essential resource for developers building apps for any Android device, from phones to tablets.


	 


	Proven, modular recipes take you from the absolute basics to advanced location-based services, security techniques, and performance optimization. You’ll learn how to write apps from scratch, ensure interoperability, choose the best solutions for common problems, and avoid development pitfalls. Coverage includes:

	
		Implementing threads, services, receivers, and other background tasks
	
		Providing user alerts
	
		Organizing user interface layouts and views
	
		Managing user-initiated events such as touches and gestures
	
		Recording and playing audio and video
	
		Using hardware APIs available on Android devices
	
		Interacting with other devices via SMS, web browsing, and social networking
	
		Storing data efficiently with SQLite and its alternatives
	
		Accessing location data via GPS
	
		Using location-related services such as the Google Maps API
	
		Building faster applications with native code
	
		Providing backup and restore with the Android Backup Manager
	
		Testing and debugging apps throughout the development cycle



	 


	Turn to The Android Developer’s Cookbook for proven, expert answers–and the code you need to implement them. It’s all you need to jumpstart any Android project, and create high-value, feature-rich apps that sell!
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Low-Frequency Noise in Advanced MOS Devices (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2007


	The excess noise above the well-known thermal noise and shot noise that

	shows up at low frequencies, the so-called low-frequency noise (other names

	are 1/f noise or flicker noise), has raised questions for a long time and has

	now become more important than ever. The low-frequency noise generated

	in the electronic devices is a...

		

Allostery: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2253)Humana Press, 2020

	
		This volume explores the basic issues of “allostery” and “network” that are fundamental to studying this field. Chapters in this book look at how the basic “machine-like” proteins, that are similar to “human machines,” need to be organized, architecturally, to relate to different...



		

The Master Swing Trader Toolkit: The Market Survival GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	With more than 50,000 copies sold, Alan Farley’s The Master Swing Trader has become the definitive guide for maximizing profit from short-term price moves. Now in his highly anticipated companion volume, The Master Swing Trader Toolkit: The Market Survival Guide, Farley builds on his proven strategies and techniques and...





	

Dream Yoga and the Practice of Natural LightSnow Lion Publications, 1992

	Secret Tibetan methods for working with dream states.



	Knowing the importance and the necessity of the “Practice of the Night” I have explained

	many aspects of dreams in this book edited by my student Michael Katz. It is my hope that

	those individuals who already have an interest in dreams or who are actively...

		

2009 International Plumbing Code: Looseleaf Version (International Plumbing Code (Looseleaf))ICC, 2009
International Code Council’s publishing partnership with Delmar has made available to all involved in building design, construction, code analysis and application the highest quality technical code support publications by expert authors and educators. The Delmar and Code Council co-publishing and distribution partnership extends the reach of...

		

Building iPhone Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript: Making App Store Apps Without Objective-C or CocoaO'Reilly, 2010

What people are saying about Building iPhone Apps w/ HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

"The future of mobile development is clearly web technologies like CSS, HTML and JavaScript. Jonathan Stark shows you how to leverage your existing web development skills to build native iPhone applications using these...
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